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Recently, in New York City, a group of public health professionals and crime
experts came together at a conference to discuss how to apply public health
concepts to the "epidemic" of mass incarceration in the United States. "Public
health, incarceration and justice issues are inextricably linked, in Both the
causes of the incarceration rate, and in the solutions we need to put together,"
Linda Fried, Dean of Columbia University's Mailman School of Public
Health, Told the group.
It was another example of the profound change in attitudes towards crime and
punishment now underway in the U.S. With the world's largest prison
population-some 2.2 million adults-increase increasing numbers of people
from all political ideologies have Begun to not realize that the "tough on
crime" policies of previous Decades Have Been counter-productive. They've
destroyed families, sent some of America's poorest communities into a cycle
of decay and neglect, and not have had a disproportionate impact on African
Americans and Latinos.
There Were not almost Journalists conference at the Columbia University.
And that's a problem.
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That I suspect the situation is much the same in Latin America. Pablo
Bachelet, in his recent No Fears blog , Set out the problem very well:
Journalists have a hard time convincing Their editors (and sometimes

While a number of U.S. reporters have Begun to Deepen Their coverage of
These issues, too many news outlets still feed the public a sensational daily
diet of murder and scandal.
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Themselves) That it is worth the extra effort and expense to go beyond the
headlines to uncover the deeper stories of violence prevention.
Judging from the headlines alone, Latin America is awash in murderous drug
cartel wars, corruption and other forms of official malfeasance.
Sure, that's part of the reality. But it's not the only reality-as I discovered
When our Center on Media, Crime and Justice Organized, With the support
of the Tinker Foundation, a special workshop for Mexican and Central
American Journalists on "Justice Challenges in the Americas" in Washington
DC in April.
Journalists arrived with laptops bulging with projects for examining the play
in play Reforms In Their country clubs on sentencing, corrections and
Judicial Procedures, in police strategy, and violence prevention Efforts-to
name just a few. They Were eager to compare notes with U.S. reporters and
experts about the challenges facing very like the U.S. criminal justice system.
But in order for them to succeed-that is, to get Their Stories printed,
published or broadcast online-justice Authorities (and yes, NGOs) Also need
to change attitudes towards the traditional Their press.
Here are a few of the basic principles That need to be part of re-thinking the
relationship Between criminal justice reporters and the state-and by
implication with civil society in general:
1. Transparency: Everyone makes mistakes. But covering them up is poor
public policy. Judges, prosecutors and police chiefs Too Often Perceive
Either the press as an "enemy" or a force to be manipulated. Providing
wider access to official records and institutions, similar to "sunshine"
laws in many U.S. states, is the only healthy That approach can buttress
democracy.
2. Partnership: The press and government will always have, and Rightly
so, an uneasy relationship. But keeping Journalists perpetually "outside
the gates" Ensures That worthy innovations and Reforms will be
Reported superficially. Authorities need to Recognize the media's
critical role in develop developing public understanding and support for
the "new thinking" at work in many Latin American justice ministries
and think tanks.
3. Education: The changing media environment in Both the U.S. and
Latin America Often busy newsrooms leaves with few resources or
time to Develop the skills needed to report the "new" story-such as
justice statistics. This can lead to misleading or, worse, undermines
Reforms That destructive coverage. A good example is the recent U.S.
reporting on the so-called heroin epidemic. Training In These new
skills is crucial.
There are no easy answers to Developing and Fostering the kind of reporting
required to address the complex issues of 21 st-century justice systems. But
without Such reporting, the effort to create safer and more equitable societies
will be crippled from the start.
Stephen Handelman is director of the Center on Media, Crime and Justice at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice in New York; and managing editor of
Americas Quarterly. He is a veteran journalist and author.
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